
~li~on iq ~ very ~opd ~it. 

· Ql]l::STIOtJ; Yo4 ~t~~ep that DC line pawer;i.ng pa,used electrolysis. You have furth
~r s~ated thq.t ~11~~ is DC w the amplif;l.er, Wl+Y ~qesn 1 t tnif? Cq\,lse e:Lectrolysis in 
1=he f~ttinga1 

MR.- SPRADLIN: Since tpe DC component is blppke~ by capacitors it does not go 
t~ugh the fittin~s. . 

MR. COOI.£Y; MY mn;; qu~E?tions, g~n't;leman; Well., I 1r})ank '.fOU very much, Mro 
~pradlin, (Appla~se) · 

The p~~ ppper is ent!tled 1 "~ Effects pf Co~al Jumpers". Our speaker is the 
d~re~tor of Re~earch and Q4q.li ty Control··for ?uper,ior Cable eor1poration ~ He was edu
c~ted at I.eno:re RyfU'l Co+ ;Lege in Hickory, North ~rolina. He has a BS degree, major 
in chemistry, phys:l-c~ and nathernatics. He has ~ yecms in the \Jni t~q States Army in 
~lass;ified wo~ on the Se~uri ty Agen~y. Two years in the Sheph~rd Enterprises, Inc. 
as a chemist. T~n ye~s in the Sll.perfOr Caple Corporation qS q technician' research 
and laboratory qevelop~nt ~ngineer, He is presently Director of Research and Quality 
Control, Gen't;leroon, Mr, Walter Robevts. (A~plause) . 

MR. WALTER ROBERTS; ThM}< you. ~s everyone nave a copy of this paper? "Impe-
4~n~e Dj,~COJlt:inui ties and CATV Cab+es", 'rfle pa.Mr itself, ~hie}) I hope YOll' 11 have 
t~ to reaq in more detqil later and wni~h I won't try to dis~u~s in complete detail, 
begil)s wt th an rintFOQ\1CfTt;i.~n of why unifqnni ty in CATV pystems is important. And, I'm 
S',J.~ 'yo'1 folks can tel~ 100 rrore ~aso11:;; it's importc311t ~han I can tel], you. In fact, 
I was iri t~~ tran~mission lin~ of bus~ne9s quite a while before I found out broad
Qqnded didn't have qpything to do witp an all-gir~ orohes't;ra. 

But, in tl)iq little va~r qOITe qf the factors qffecting unifonnity and coaxial 
cab~e pl~ ~ disc~s~ed, Tnere is no atte~r.t made t~ at least directly describe 
~he eff~c;rts of non~l.,lTl!formiti~p in ~~pciqted electronic ~quiprrent, except for sore 
grq.phs which I ho~ tq Rhow you on co~~eq ~ffects. 

D€7rnand~ for iffiprqverrents :tp sigpal ~ransmis~~9n unifqrmi ty have probably been 
e~per~epced ¥1 evepy CATV system pper~t;;ing toqc;ty ~ The ne~p for ~pgrading existing 
se~ic~ thro~gh agd~tional channels pas oft~~ ~~psed syst~m non-uniformities which 
were not at all opyiou~ wl)il~ carnying only q f~w channe:},s ~ Sipri.lar problems have 
beeoJTa evid~nt only after 1Jlitiation of color transrnis~ion. In recent years, new 
~yqtems involv~g longer cable t~ rup~ hGve shown effects from irregularities which 
w94ld p~Qab+y ~a¥~ go~~ upd~tected in sl)ort~r runs. 

So~ of t~ factors fl,ff~qting un~formity in co~ial ca};)le plant are reviewed in 
'this ~per. E~cept for the ~ffeets on qab~e ~mpeqance I characteristics, no attempt is 
made to des~r~be pqn~~fo~t~es in ~~sq~iatect el1ptroni9 ~q~ip~nt inserted into the 
c~ble ~ystem. l1Dpt of the descr.iptions are based op the eff~cts the discontinuity pro
qu~~s on a ~~si~nt P41Se along the line~ These are much ~asier to visual-
i~e thAJ1 in the case of steady ... stq.te al temat.ing q~~nts fffid, anyway, the two m:xies 
are complet~ly cprrelat~d mathe~~i~a~ly, 

the effeGt of impeqan~e diqcont~uities o~ steqdy~s~ate operation is best deter
minep through il!)P41; ~pedpnce Tref!Sureroonts <and qalcula~ions) • Input impedance of the 
l~e ~Y Pe measureq ~t a p~ticular qiqcontinuity or ~t may be at a point along 
the c~pf~ ~J1Pte frpm tl1e location of tp~ nonWl~formi t~~s. 'fhe perform:mce of the line' 
q~ ~~P de~iation f~m nprmal, is d~termined by the impedancq it ~xhibits at a frequencY 
or panq 9f frequ~ncies, 

Also preq~nt~d qre charts showing re~ation$n4ps Q~~~en GaPle impedance uniformitY 
and ~tt~n~~tion 4nif9rmity, These are spown Oath for th~ case of discrete discontin
~~~~es ~d for the ca~ of periodic, di9trib~te¢ discontinuities alopg the c~ble. 
These two so~rcep 4o ~ot result in equivalent imped~c~ deviqtion attenuation relation
ships, 



One of the most common source of discrete discontinuities in trunk cable results 
from the use of jumper cables, usually at amplifier locationso Actual test data show
ing effects on return loss and transmission uniformity are given for same typical 
jumper - amplifier combinationso Also displated are curves showing effects of mois
ture in connectors at these junctions and, particularly, the frequency dependence of 
these effectso 

Single and Double Impedance Discontinuities Consider a "long" coaxial cable 
whose impedance 1s un1for.m along the length Lut which abruptly increases to a larger 
value at a single point, then remains uniform over the remainder of the lengtho The 
cable is "long" in both directions from the discontinuityo 

Assume a positive polarity pulse is traveling at the velocity of propagation 
of the cable and suppose it passes through the junction into the larger impedance 
portion of the cable o At the junction some of the energy is reflected back toward 
the origino Encountering an impedance increase at the junction, the reflected pulse 
is also of positive polarity and its shape is a replica of the pulse just as it en
countered the junction o (The pulse shape may te distorted from its original shape 
but this is a result of at tenuation and phase distortion while traveling fran the 
point of origin along the cableo) The magnitude of the pulse is proportional to the 
impedance change o o for small impedance differences o In the extreme case of an in
crease in impedance ( i o e o , an open circuit) all of the energy is reflected o 

If the pulse were traveling from the opposite direction and thus encountered n 
an impedance decrease ~ the only difference from the above case would be that the 
polarity of the reflected pulse w0uld become reversedo In the extreme case of a short 
circuit, again all of the energy would be reflected but the voltage amplitude at that 
point would be zero o 

Instead of one, imagine two discrete impedance increases separated a short dis
tance from each other but otherwise located a long distance from either cable endo 

Again, assurne 'a positive pulse traveling from the smaller toward the greater im
pedance section of cable o A portion of the energy is reflected from the first junc
tion without polarity reversal and an additional portion is similarly reflected fran 
the second junction o If the transit time of the pulse between the two junctions (round 
trip) is small compared to the time duration of the pulse, then the amplitudes of the 
two reflected pulses tend to add togethero As the separation between junctions in
creases (or if the width of the pulse is decreased), the two reflections tend tore
solve into distinct pulses o 

If a signal of positive and negative pulses alternating at a fixed frequency is 
applied to this cable, a special case arises where the pulse transit time between 
discontinuities is comparable to the time between successive pulseso When the junc
tion separation and pulse repetition rate are such that a pulse returns to the first 
junction just as the next pulse reflection occurs (a quarter-wave section) the two 
reflections tend to subtract by virtue of their opposite polarityo If the distance 
between junctions were doubled (producing a half wave section), a reflected pulse 
would return to the first junction at the instant a reflection of like polarity had 
occurred at the first junction o Thus the amplitudes add to each other and produce 
a very pronounced effect under this set of circumstanceso 

Another form of double discontinuity occurs when an impedance increase is fol
lowed by a second junction at which the impedance decreases o Here polarity reversal 
of a pulse occurs at one junction and the two reflected pulses tend to cancel when 
the trensi t time between junctions is small compared to the pulse durationo As the 
separation between junctions increases, the time delay becomes sufficient that sepa
rate reflected pulses are resolvedo 

For a repetitive set of alternating pulses as described previously, the results 
applied to this case must Le interchanged because of the polarity reversal; ioeo, 
reinforcement of the . reflections occurs for a quarter-wave section, subtraction oc
curs for a half-wave sectiono 

One other variation of the double (increase-decrease) discontinuity which is of 
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practical importance can arise when two short (compared to the pulse width) double 
discontinuities occur separated by a distance comparable to the quarter or half-wave 
sections already discussed o Two double discontinuities representing impedance in
creases (or decreases) affect repetitive alternating pulses much as in the case of 
the stairstep type discontinuity just discussedo Pairs of double discontinuities 
changing in opposite directions are slinilar to the double (increase-decrease) discon
tinuitye In such cases as these, the resultant reflected pulses are not replicas of 
the incident pulse shape o · 

Many combinations of these discontinuities can be conceived but the preceding 
illustrate same of the more common forms encounteredo A simple rule for visualizing 
results of various combinations of discontinuities is to remember that phase reversal 
accompanies reflection from a decreasing impedance junction -- no reversal from an 
increasing impedance junction o __ 

Input Impedance Deviations The input impedance of a line containing discontinu
ities can vary radlcally over even a narrow band of applied frequencies o In fact, 
measurement of input im~dance deviations of cables provides one of the most sensi
tive known means of detecting discontinuitieso The most common technique employs 
swept-frequency equipment and results are usually reported as return loss in decibels 
or as VSWR (See Table I) o In practical work only the modulus of the input impedance 
deviation is determined o 

TABLE I 

Return Loss Reflection Attenu3.tion Deviations 
(db) VSWR Coefficient Period1c {%~~·· Junction (d~ 
l 17 ol5 Oo89Q 860 6o8 
5 3o56 Oo562 92 lo7 

10 l o93 Oo316 23 Oo45 

13 L.57 Oo224 ll Oo22 
16 l o38 Ool58 5o0 OolO 
19 l o 25 Ooll2 2o5 Oo056 

21 lo20 Oo09Q l o6 0.,036 
24 l ol4 Oo063 loO Oo020 
27 l o09 Oo045 Oo5 Oo006 
30 l o064 Oo031 Oo2 0 ~ 004 

32 l o057 Oo025 Ool Oo003 

~··At the "resonant" frequency of the cable periodicityct 

A single impedance discon'tinui ty along an otherwise uniform cable produces an 
input impedance deviation whose modulus is constant even though it contains non-con~ 
stant real and imaginary components o Naturally the magnitude is a function of the 
size of the impedance step at the junctiono But it is also a function of the distance 
between the junction and the point of measurement o If this distance is too great, the 
effect on input impedance is small even for large junction steps o The reflected energY 
is attenuated on the way back f rom the junction and therefore produces little effect 
at the point of _measuremento This particular effect, incidentally, is responsible 
for one major limitation of t he use of r eturn loss measurements to determir.e cable 
uniformity -- the method is sensit i ve only to discontinuities located near the ends 
accessible for measuremento ~ 

Figure l (next page) shows impedance deviation (return loss) for several combi
nations of double discont i nuities as measured from a point along the cable not too 
far awayo 
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Curve number 3 in Figure 1 is 
10~--------~----------+----------+--~ of special interest -- the magnitudes 

of the impedance steps are not equalo 
At no frequency does the impedance 
deviation became zero., Complex vari
ants of such curves as this are the 
rule while idealistic curves such as 
numbers 1 and 2 are seldom encountered 
in system measurements. As in the 
cases described for alternating pulses, 
oppositely directed discontinuities 
result in interchanged input impedance 
deviations - compare curves 1 and 2. 

10 

~ 20 

40 

50 

L= 

Increas ing Frequency -+ 

Increasing Frequency 

FIGURE 1 - Calculated Return Loss vs Frequ
ency of Various Double Discontinuity Cable 
Sectionso (1) 90-ohm cable, 75-ohm section 
L, 60-or@ cable; (2) 90-ohm cable, 75-ohm 
section L, 90-ohm cable; (3) 125-ohm cable 
75-ohm section L, 60-ohm cableo 

Tenninations at electronic de
vices may exhibit mismatches which 
act in conjunction with nearby dis
continuities to produce double dis
continuities generally showing chara
cteristics of some of the pairs jus 
discussedo In the following section 
are presented details of just such 
effectso 

Coaxial Jumper Cables - Though it is highly desirable to avoid the use of jumper 
cables ln Ckrv systems, conditions arise where the practice cannot be avoidedo How
ever, the chances for creating a substantial double discontinuity are provided by the 
terminal equipment and conditions in the connector or splice o The use of an impedance 
matched connector avoids the more obvious source of mismatch at this junction but en
vironmental conditions (such as the presence of water in the connector) can readily 
spoil the matched connectiono Input and output terminals of typical amplifiers show 
substantial impedance deviations which also vary considerable over the working fre-
quency rangeo 

j 
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"" \; v 

70 90 110 130 15? 170 190 210 

Frequency (meso) 

FIGURE 2 - Return Loss vs Frequency - Ampli
fier Input with 18" Stub Cableo (1) Amplifi
er Input (SKL 222A), (2) Solid PE dielectric 
75-ohm 18" jumper cable, (3 J Ampl o Input incl. 
18" jumper, with dry 75-ohm "N" connectors o 
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The combination of moist con
nectors and amplifier terminals can 
produce same startling effectso Fig
ure~ 2 and 3 are drawn from data 
measured on actual jumper cable-amp
lifier combinationso The amolifier 
specifications indicate better than 
20 db return loss, a fact which was 
substantiated by measuremento However 
results as poor as 17 db (Figure 2) 
were obtained with jumper cable-con
nector combinations which measured 
32 db minimum before connecting to 
the amplifier inputo As can be noted 
in Figure 3, extremely poor return 
loss values can result when the con
nector has been moistened. 

The effects on an operating sys
tem ·can be better compared if the ac
tual attenuation component resulting 
from a particular value of return loss 
is selected from Table Io For example, 
in Figure 2, a total of Oo026 db would 
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FI GURE 3 - Return Loss vs Frequency - Am
plifier Output With 24" ,Jumper rr1ble o (1) 
Amplifier Output (SKL 222A) , (2) Solid PE 
dielectric 75-ohm 24" jumper, (3) Ampl e 
Output incl o 24" j umper$ with dry 75-ohm 
"N" connectors 9 ( 4) Same as ( 3) except 
connector moist ened with vJater o 

10 ~--+---4---~---+---+--~--~r---+-~ 

170 190 210 

Frequency (mes o) 

FIGURE 4 - Return Loss vs Frequency f or 
Various Length Jumper Cables Connected 
Through Half-Step Equalizer (SKL 499) to 
Amplif ier Input (SKL 222A) (1) 12" solid PC 
dielectric jumper cabl e , (2) 18" solid PE 
cable, ( 3 ) 24" solid PE cablep 

be suffered at 175 meso f or t he two 
junctions while a total of Dol2 db 
would occur at 210 mes o If a l ong 
cascaded trunk utilized the sarre len
gth i nput jumpers at each l oca tion, 
several decibels differential loss 
would show up even from a very well 
matched set of jumperso 

A more serious situation i s 
shown in Figure 3, curve 4o Attenu
ation at 17~ mes o may exceed that at 
105 mes o by as much as Oo 2 db per 
output location o Six or eight decibels 
of differential attenuation could ac
cue in a long run o Furthermore, trans
ient dry and moist conditions can cause 
unpredictable and quickl y changing 
differentials o Obviously this would 
represent an intolerable situation 
and most certainly t he moisture must 
be eliminated o 

If jumper cable lengths are to 
be limited to less t han a quarter wav~ 
length, their utility is losto A sol~d 
polyethylene dielectric jumper would 
be limited to less t han about 8 incheS 
at 210 mes o Figure 4 illustrates one 
means of reducing the frequency sen
sitive result s which would accrue with 
a large number of equal length jumpers o 
By deliberately varying the lengths9 
the effects can be spread over the 
working frequency range o Note parti
cularly that jumpers 2 to 1 in length 
ratio 9 produce effects which approxi 
mately annul each other so l ong as the 
same terminal impedance i s usede 

Certainly the mast desirable prac
tice is to eliminate jumpers wherever 
possible o Where they must be used, 
only a well matched connector should 
be employed and all possible precau
tions should be taken to maintain the 
connector dry and physically stable o 

Cable Periodicities - An impedance change does not have to occur abruptly to pro
duce a dlscontlnulty and accompanying reflections o Smoothly changing cyclic variations 
in local impedance al ong cable lengths have plagued cable manufacturers at almost eve!Y 
stage of cable fabricationo The resulting effects on input impedance and transmission 
properties are , in principle, much as has already been described for discrete disconti
nuities o At a f requency for which the impedance variation peri od equals a half-wave 
section, the input i mpedance increases and a significant increase in attenuation occurs 
for extreme cases Q _ 

At the frequenci es encountered in CATV systems, these discontinuities (or suckouts 
as commonl y termed ). occur over very narrow frequency ranges - i n the order of a couple 
megacycles . The impedance variations , cycling · every few feet, can repeat several hun
dred or thousand t imes throughout a cable lengtho In practice, the narrow band width • J248 
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of the suckout is the primary feature distinguishing this type of discontinuity from 
the types discussed aboveo 

Almost unbelievably small cable diameter variations, if periodic, can cause a 
substantial impedance and attenuation discontinuityo Cable diameter variations in a 
half inch cable of the order of one mil CooOOl") can cause intolerable impedance dis
continuities in finished cableo 

The fourth column in Table I shows the percent variation in attenuation corres
ponding to a given return loss value if the impedance deviation resulted from peri
odic impedance variations distributed-uniformly along the length of the cableo Noticee 
that the attenuation differential (from normal) is proportional to the cable length 
while that resulting from a single junction is a fixed quantityo If a cable containing 
a periodicity is inserted into an otherwise uniform system, the distributed attenuation 
excess would occur and, in addition, junction reflections would occur at the terminal 
ends of the cable because of the mismatch in input impedance at that band of frequen
cieso 

/ 

100 200 JOO 400 500 
Frequency (mcs .) 

length (feet) 

FIGURE 5 - Return Loss at 148 mes o vs Length 
for RG 58/U with a Periodic Discontinuityo 
Period of discontinuity, 2 6 o 7" o Amplitude of 
discontinuity, +O o0008" (Nonnal attenuation at 
148 meso, 7 db/Ioo ft o 

Figure 5 shows another trait ex
hibited by a cable with a periodic 
impedance discontinuityo The effec
tive value of the return loss inc
reases with cable length only over 
a limited length o This is natural 
because the attenuation of the re
flected energy farther down the 
length prevents a substantial con-
tribution to the energy reflected 
from points nearbyo A single dis
continuity located a reasonably 
short distance from a cable end can 
produce the same apparent return 
loss as would a set of small but 
periodic discontinuitieso Yet, if 
these should persist, the small 
variations can accumulate a large 
attenuation discontinuity while the 
effect of the single discontinuity 
would have been negligible by 
comparison a 

Conclusions - Undesirable signal reflections occur from all sources of impedance 
discont~u1t1es in coaxial cableo The most serious sources of reflections for the 
CATV system are those resulting from double discontinuities which, in turn, arise 
from any number of sourceso The most objectionable problem created by double dis
continuities is the frequency sensitivity of the input impedanceo 

Coaxial jumpers in conjunction with equiprrent terminal impedances can result in 
serious double discontinuities in trunk runs, particularly if all jumpers are of equal 
lengtho Staggered jumper lengths and well matched and protected connectors will al
leviate problems of this source o 

For a given input impedance deviation, periodic impedance variations in a cable 
can produce far more serious attenuation variations than would a single or double 
discontinuity a 

Thank youo (Applause) 

MRo COOLEY: Thank you, Mro Robertso The next subject on the agenda is "A New 
Antenna for CATV" and our speaker is a graduate of Mississippi State University with 
a BSEEo He did graduate work at Southern Methodist and worked for Ling Temco, All 
Products Company and Scientific Atlantao He has published papers on a high gain space 
telemetering array and engineering report on a high frequency ratable log periodic 
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